
Bunny mail with stamps
Instructions No. 2767
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour 30 Minutes

It doesn't take much to make great cards and envelopes. With stamps and some beautiful papers you can create individual
Easter mail in no time.

Individual card design:
With these beautiful cards and envelopes for the Easter season, you can be completely free and let off steam creatively.

For this idea, we have glued the double cards and envelopes with papers from a motif block or used the papers directly as a card. To do this, cut out the
desired paper in the size of your card or tag and fold it in half using a folding leg.

Stamp white cardboard with the silicone stamps. To do this, remove the stamps from the backing film and place them on a stamp block or silicone block.
Colour the stamps with paint or ink and press them onto the desired spot. The motif is ready. 

Cut out the motifs as a square or rectangle and stick them onto the desired cards and envelopes. Another option is to cut out the motifs with sharp edges and
use them as decoration on the cards. 

If you want a 3D effect with some of the motifs, you can use 3D adhesive pads to stick them on. You can also use a marker to set additional accents and
personalise the letters and envelopes.

Article number Article name Qty
19766 VBS Silicone stamp "Hasenpost" 1
537704-01 Double cards with envelopes "DIN A6", 50 piecesWhite 1
71744102 Motif block "GEOMETRY" 1
118699 VBS Saving set "3D adhesive accessories", 10 pcs. 1
542708-08 Staz-On Stamp padBlack 1
566919-01 edding 3000 "Permanent Marker" Black 1
133722 Folding board for cards, envelopes & boxes 1

Article information:



https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/newsletter/
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